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Written by: - Aman Kakkar, B.A. (HONS.) ENGLISH 5TH
SEMESTER
Garima Rajput , B.A. (HONS.)
ENGLISH 5TH SEMESTER

The significance of education should be to develop
present for a better future. We hear that the world is
turning advanced in every sphere but the education
system of India still requires many changes because a
monotonous policy has not completely ushered a
surge in the learning process of students. Finally, the
National Education Policy (NEP) as introduced in 2020
has promised a soar in the quality towards education.
The National Education Policy, 2020 replaces the
National Policy on Education, 1986. It was approved by
the Union Cabinet on 29 July 2020. This policy brings a
brighter vision to India’s education system and
suggests an utmost overhaul of the assessment of the
educational system.
Therefore, the NEP is a comprehensive framework that aims to guide to modify a stereotypical form of
education in our country. When we ponder over this policy, our mind gets baffled with several
questions like will this policy be able to provide the ample visual stimulus and reliability of the
education in one’s life? Or, will it hinder with the very essence of concept of "Quality over Quantity"?
Shall we call this policy redeeming portend for students? All the questions stand firm till we reach to
the roots of the policy – What progressive it offers?Well,it is obvious that to propose the swift and
progressive changes in education is not a convenient work. It is strenuous to introduce the brightest
education for the students where they can yield perfect skills and learn while they grow at any place
or circumstances, they live in. So, the NEP offers this “Game Changer” design, laying out a plan to
develop childhood unconditionally and to devise a better skilled employment for our youth.Let’s see
what this policy promises to us! The NEP 2020 categorically admits that it will impart education to each
- one. Each will get educated in institutions; beginning from Preschools or ‘Anganwadi’ to Primary
schools, to the colleges. In fact, if any fails to complete any program due to the family constraints, is
also allowed to retake admission and fulfill a dream to complete it. Besides, there are some children
who cannot afford to attend classes regularly, for them the open schooling system will be provided. By
these provisions, the NEP focuses on the universalization of education that enlightens the value-based
growth. Above all, the NEP proposes that classical language or classical texts will be added to the
curriculum so that our contemporary world does not forbid the ethics and didactism.This policy
envisages helping students in developing their minds scientifically and technically. Preexisting
education system stressed the students to cram the plethora of topics and subjects irrespective to if
they could understand in completion. However, the NEP 2020 aims towards imparting practical
knowledge rather than encouraging them towards rote learning.
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Now, teaching and learning will be represented
in the most interactive way when students will
find only accomplishable solutions and thereby
will become innovative and optimistic in their
fields. The NEP allows no discrimination between
Arts, Science, and Commerce. This way, it
emphasizes upon giving vivid quality and
research-based education. It provides students
to become versatile and amply confident in each
branch they will study in their lives. They will
perceive educating themselves in less strenuous
and more innovative ambience. Keeping this in
mind, students will study those subjects that
aptly justify their growth pertaining to their age
and their psyche to grasp well. Hence, they will
not be enforced to learn the subject if they are
not able to understand it rather they will study
the one that interests them. Undoubtedly this
National Education Policy will benefit “Our
future of tomorrow (students)”.The NEP 2020 is a
(5+3+3+4) system corresponding to the age
groups of3-8, 8-11, 11-14, and 14-18 years
respectively. The first five years focus will be
carried out upon expanding the mental growth
of the students that accommodates illuminating
fun, quizzes, competitions, and new innovative
activities. A vocational education is to be
implemented from Class 6 with giving practical
activities. Basic courses on life skills like on
scientific urge, process of communication,
creativity, teamwork, fitness & wellness,
problem solving ethics, digital literacy, etc. will
also be taught to students in the vocational
programs. Their score cards even will reflect‘360degree holistic progression’.The NEP also
proposes an idea that students can opt to study
in their own regional languages specially till
class 5.The students who hesitate in uttering
English language may receive education in their
own mother/home language. It will benefit them
to become confident in grabbing the knowledge
on the subject more conveniently. The officials
at the NEP office remark “wherever possible,
students till Class 5 in schools should be taught
in mother tongue/regional language/local
language”.When we talk about higher education,
students will have to study for four years to get
graduated. However, the question arises as to
why will student continue his or her program if
he or she can get Diploma in two years?
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If he or she leaves the program midway, then
still he or she can consume next two years in
doing internship which will be fruitful for him/
her in long run or can leave midway to attain
either a certificate degree or a diploma degree.
The higher education institutions (HEIs) will be
classified as “Research-intensive Universities”
and will also turn into multidisciplinary
platform where Languages, Literature, Music,
Philosophy, Indology, Art, Dance, Theatre,
Education, Mathematics, Statistics, Pure and
Applied Sciences, Sociology, Economics, Sports,
Translation and Interpretation, etc. will be
provided in a single campus. This will enable
each student to join more than one restricted
specialization. This policy is a “Game Changer”
that includes the growth of each individual be
it the teaching community. The NEP 2020
advocates that teachers should be regularly
trained and should be updated of new
techniques of pedagogy. To train pre-service
and in-service teachers, a National Curriculum
Framework for Teacher Education, NCFTE 2021
will be drafted.Nationally and Internationally,
India will confront the cultural and social
hegemony. It will also Internalize the
universities where students will be able to
travel at various countries for a better
outlook.Hence, the National Education Policy
will incentivize the prospective tomorrow of
our generation and will ensure that each
irrespective of his/her age, society, culture,
and class reaches the higher steps with
confidence.
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A Step to Preserving
the Ancient Culture
through New
Education Policy
Written by: - Ms. Anushka Yadav
(B.A. (HONS.) 3RD SEMESTER)

In the past eight months the earth has revolved
more than half whereas the human race has been
engulfed in the tussle of life and death. The
lockdowns were introduced to save lives, alongside
our government too introduced a reformation in
the education policy at central level.Education has
always been the quill to a beautiful journey of life
to be inked further. It reforms and provides wings
to the young and green minds – giving them a hope
to not to become the uncultured soul.

The New Education Policy has made an effort
to preserve our ancient wisdom and ethics so
that youth becomes cultured and morally
high. For this, it lays a design that students will
be able to study in their own native and
standard language. This way, they will be able
to

retain

an

accentuation

towards

their

linguistic, cultural, and artistic heritage and
will

successfully

resist

against

practicing

westernization. It provides a “three-language
formula - English, Hindi and a regional
language in the non-Hindi speaking states and
English,

Hindi

and

‘a

modern

Indian

language’ in the Hindi-speaking regions”. An
option of learning a classical language will be
offered.
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The NEP states ‘in addition to Sanskrit, the
teaching of all other classical languages and
literature of India, including Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada, Malayalam, Odia, Pali, Persian, and
Prakrit, will also be widely available in schools as
options…’. Therefore, such ancient languages
will thus be offered as equivalent to main
subjects. Since, the NEP envisions the dangers of
the extinction of our linguistic, cultural, and
artistic heritage so it promises to preserve
these, along with imparting a greater sense of
moral, traditional and ethical knowledge with
giving an equal weightage to a technical
advantage.Some people who aren’t conformed
to the new education system have set down with
certain grief’s baffling with countless thoughts
that lead them to question – If they ever
belonged to the so called “old education system”
or shall they just question their own knack and
flair that wanted to be expressed long back but
couldn’t, due to stretches that the governments
hadn’t taken in their times. In the early
educational policy, the youth wasn’t given a
chance to think outside the box but here the
youth is given a full-fledged chance to explore
their interests. They get multidisciplinary
education which is digitally empowered and
even short Online courses will be launched to
give ample of knowledge in various fields like
MOOC or Open Elective structures that offer
holistic and skilled short-term courses. More
discussions with the expertise and trained
teachers, more focus on research and training
provide better exploration of education is that
what the NEP restores. Kartik Pandita a student
of UPES says “back in our days we weren’t
allowed to explore anything out of the window.
Even, when we had a strong feeling about our
choice but today the same thing is being
introduced by the government and suddenly the
society is applauding it and everything seems
fine to them. If this is how things are going to
work then we should wait for the time our
government merges every career choice into the
system because then only it will be
acceptable.”In Indian households, the guardians
of the children want their children to be the
most
successful
doctors,
engineers,
or
government job holders when they never realize
that their children could have already dreamt of
becoming something else like a skilled
photographer or a professional animator;
08

such vivid professional courses equivalent to
degrees that could have been obtained in
sciences.In fact, students have already begun
praising the NEP “we have never been this
relieved. Because now our parents care to
listen to our plans to follow our passion
otherwise, they never did. In fact, we think
that giving a shot to the choices makes all the
difference in the developing scenarios.”It
gives a sense of pride that the official body of
India took such an awe – inspiring tread for
the barn to fulfill their dreams and try their
hands-on different sorts of subjects and in
varied arenas to take an experience-oriented
decision while choosing a career for
themselves. Keeping in mind the fact that
there is no age to learn and recast into a
different
course.
Yes,
an
individual
irrespective of her/his age can seek admission
in any course and can attain degree.Today the
official decision will be respected head over
heels by every individual but still we somehow
lack to respect our instincts that know much
more about ourselves than the laws will ever
do. The questions asked will stand
unanswered for days to come and instill the
colours of joy, hope and agony in many hearts.

“No education system
can ever mark, judge or
assess a student’s
calibre. “
VOL 3, ISSUE 3

TRADITION AND
EDUCATION:THE NEW
EDUCATION POLICY
Written by: - Simarjeet Kaur ,B.A
(HONS.) 1ST SEMESTER

“Education is the stepping stone of a successful life”. It
is the truth that education is everything if a person
requires to lead a happy and satisfactory life. In India,
people with educational degree are preferred more
than the people who have got good knowledge. The
high officials in any field demand that their colleagues
should possess higher degrees to get a respectable
post and a good salary, which may be considered as
unfair sometimes. It is believed that 'knowledge is
greater than education'.
The question arises is 'why Indians who
have better practical knowledge lag
behind in attaining a good educational
degree'? There is a bunch of reasons
behind
this
and
our
current
government is considering all of the
reasons under the National Education
Policy 2020. According to the NEP 2020,
a student will achieve everything that is
necessary and one of these is
'education in their mother tongue'. Our
mother tongue is the first thing that we
learn as soon as we are able to
understand. It is said by UNESCO that a
child learns better when he/she studies
in his/her own language. The same
point has been emphasized by our
government under the NEP scheme
2020. According to the NEP, a student
will be taught in the language he/she is
comfortable with, that be Hindi,
English, Guajarati, Marathi, Punjabi,
etc.,The schools will have to provide a
teaching to the students according to
their mother language, they are
accustomed to.
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That will take place till they reach grade 5 and may
wish to get it continued for higher classes too. The
policy says that a student will have to study 2
languages native to India and one foreign language.
Also, bilingual learning methods for science and
mathematics have also been laid stressed in the new
policy, which states that students should be allowed
to explain science and other subjects in both English
and their mother language till by Grade 9. The third
language would either be a regional language, a
foreign language, or a classical language like Sanskrit.
This policy will be a relief to students as it will not
impose stricter way of delivering lectures merely in
English. With this, our tradition will be revived i.e.,
getting educated in the first language. Just like the
teachers of the ancient era used to teach in the local
language/regional language and the students would
grab the knowledge more accurately, the same will be
repeated now. Also, “the ability to learn three
languages is the optimal approach, as far as language
is concerned,” Dr. Krishnaswamy Kasturirangan, who
headed the New Education Policy committee, has
stated this.
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People are finding this change in the NEP as a
prospective turn. Also, studying in the
language that a student is familiar with from
childhood, will make things easy to
understand. It is commonly observed that
when a student is studying a language which
he/she is not comfortable with, the student
hesitates to ask his/her doubts. With the
implementation of the language policy, a
student will be able to seek his or her doubts
clarified without any hesitation or will not be
fear- stricken of speaking the incorrect
language. It is believed that with this change,
the progress rate of students will also
increase. According to the high officials, we
will be taken back to the traditional method
where a student and teacher both spoke the
same language and students used to
understand and remember better. Through
this, a strong bond will be established
between students and teacher and students
express more about their culture too. Since
India is known for her culture and tradition,
use of our native languages will glorify our
diversity of languages. The students, with this
flexible policy, will get various opportunities
as per their job perspectives as they will be
acquainted with 3 languages. This language
policy will be a bloom to the education system
in India.In the ancient India, the mother
language was being used for imparting
education. The gurus used to interact with the
students in their local language whereas
Sanskrit language was prominently executed.
According to the Vedas, local/regional
languages are what that make a place
recognizable. Similarly, with this language
policy, the esteemed respect and bond
between natives of India will be reestablished.
And, our youth will turn confident in showing
the verity that their language is as peerless as
foreign languages are.
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The National Education
Policy2020: A Compendious
Framework leading to the
Development and
Modification ofCEducation in
the Country India.
Written by: -Srishti Rai, B.A. (HONS.)
ENGLISH IST SEMESTER
Reforms are an integral part of the cumulative
success of any administration. When it comes to
one of the highest ranked administration i.e.,the
Educational Administration, then it plays an
indispensable role as it is somewhere a
necessity to mark our growth with respect to
the time period in which we are presently
surviving.The National Education Policy 2020
announced by the Central Government on July
29 ,2020 is a much-needed decision and is totally
an astounding step taken by the BJP
Government as it’s been 34 years after the last
policy was implemented by the late Rajeev
Gandhi ‘s Government in the year 1986 and
again modified in 1992.The new policy was
approved by the Union Cabinet chaired by the
respected Prime Minister Narendra Modi after a
span of six years negotiations. How this policy is
going to create a successive path for the
students belonging to primary and secondary
education levels? This policy is going to surely
set up higher standards at global level for the
children at young age. It will help the school
students to develop scientific temperament
from the very starting which is going to enhance
their skills and will lead to a better outcome.
The NEP 2020 is going to emphasise on the
interventions in early childhood and will provide
a much stronger base for the young minds.As
this policy focuses on the rearrangement of the
curricular and pedagogical structure of school
education from 10+2 to 5+3+3+4, it somehow will
lead to a better and clear understanding for
both the parents and children to access the
better aspect of education. Well, the early
childhood care and education (ECCE) has been
given the topmost priority in the NEP 2020 which
will lead to upliftment of a stronger foundations
of literacy in a child’s life.
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It is strongly believed that by the end of
the class 3, the child must have achieved
the stage wise goal of foundation skills
then only this policy will show relevance
in the future years.As this policy is itself
a huge milestone and its implementation
will take years but will surely take all of
us to a reformative educative world.The
fear of all the secondary students for
their higher education and admissions is
somehow released by the step of
conversion
of
HEI.
The
National
Education Policy aims to convert all of
the Higher Educational Institutions into
the multidisciplinary institutions by the
year 2040 in which each of the institution
will comprise of more than a numeric
mark of 3000 students. By 2030, it is
somehow expected to have at least a
huge multidisciplinary institution near
every local area. All of the complexities
will be removed simply by the
institutions into multidisciplinary and it
will pave a much easier way for the
students to access into the universities.
Well, this policy is highly constructive in
inculcating developing skills in a child for
a better upcoming future. It highly
emphasizes on a gradual but efficient
development of the innocent minds of
the younger generation. It is definitely
going
to
improve
the
education
standards as it will help the students in
being more flexible than before in opting
the subjects of their own choice as this
policy provides a broader aspect in the
choice of subjects. This is going to
improve the artistic minds of the
children as they can wisely take their
subjects according to their passion and
goals irrespective of any stream as it is
going to demolish the barrios between
the streamlets. The proper planning for
an execution of this policy requires a
proper counseling is further going to
improve, as:
Creative and efficient thinking
Logical reasoning and mental ability
Communication skills and
overall confidence
Sense
of
development
and
understanding
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The academic bank of record will be established for
keeping all the records of the students digitally which
is going to benefit them in multiple exit and entry
points as now the students can resume their studies
from that point only even after leaving their studies in
mid of their course due to any reason and this is going
to be proved as a benefactor point in achieving their
fixed goals. Vocational Education will be promoted and
from standard VI a child can have an access to the
coding skills and many more which will result in the
focus learning instead of a rote one. There should be
an overall holistic approach by the institutions to
promote the core concept and development of skills in
the mind of a child. There will be a complete makeover
in the report card which will have a much more focus
on the accountability of skills apart from the grades
and marks a child has secured. There is also a good
step in this policy and that is revampment of different
exam patterns focusing on the overall development
and not just academics. Digitalization will be highly
promoted not only in urban areas but also in rural
areas and regional languages will now flourish too with
English and Hindi. Differently-abled children will now
get an access to e-learning and these e-courses will not
only be provided in English or Hindi but also in regional
languages too. Indian heritage and culture will be
taught to the children in order to promote our own art
work and beauty. Fees audit will also be a part of this
policy and these institutions will be monitored time to
time. There is a lot more to it and will be processed in
time.Importance of Education:Education is a supreme
key to fulfil the never-ending dreams of life.It is
something which holds our hands and help all of us to
survive.It is the one of the strongest pillars to achieve
what you desire.It is something which is always going
to pave a way for what you truly aspire.
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Transforming India’s
Education
Written
by: - Vaishali Sharma, M.A English
3RD SEMESTER
Remember, when we all struggled in the board exams
and when the stress bar raised to the maximum, the
expectations of family and teachers too reached high
and this entire burden could be felt upon such young
and tender shoulders. Well somehow, we managed to
get out of that stress and enter the world of endless
opportunities, where nobody asks you if you can do
algebra or solve trigonometric ratios or those
mitochondria is the powerhouse of cell!!You must be
wondering why I'm trying to stir up memories of those
sleepless nights. Well, because of the NEW EDUCATION
POLICY, 2020, that reduces the stress of young
children with an aim to facilitate an inclusive,
participatory, and holistic approach. It takes into
consideration conducting field works, empirical
research, stakeholder feedback, as well as lessons
learned from best empirical attainment. It also
envisions the Internationalization of the education
wherein students from the globe can take admission
in Indian universities without getting permanently to
settle here. They can also learn through Online
courses. Even our students can travel to other
countries to obtain an observatory experience while
they pursue their studies in India. The policy raises
the importance of mother tongue and regional
languages; medium of instruction until class 5 and
preferably beyond should be in these languages.
Sanskrit and foreign languages will also be given
emphasis. The policy also states that no language will
be imposed on the students.Changes have been
introduced at all levels - school education, higher
education,
teacher
education,
technological
involvement,
financial
support,
professional
education, etc. some key points of the NEP, 2020
include universalization of education from preschool
to secondary level,open schooling system, a new
5+3+3+4 curricular system instead of the 10+2 system,
easier class 10 and 12 board examinations to test core
competencies rather than ability to mug up facts, no
rigid separation between academic streams, ,
introduction of vocational education from class
6.There have been many more new and flexible
changes in the education system. Hopefully, the
young minds of the country do well and go beyond the
limits.
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But, as we all know everything has its pros
and cons. The NEP will further increase the
differences between the sections of the
society as the students in the government
schools will be taught in their regional
languages while in private English will be
introduced from the early classes and a
proper funding is required to meet the
demands of this policy. So, let's hope for
the best. The NEP 2020 is a progressive
shift towards a more scientific approach to
education. The prescribed structure will
help to cater the ability of the child - stages
of cognitive development as well as social
and physical awareness. If implemented in
its true vision, the new structure can bring
India at par with the leading countries of
the world.

A great man once
quoted, “The
world comes to
the halt when
Education system
is at fault”.
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NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
POLICY 2020: A
COMPLETE OVERHAUL OF
CREATIVITY AND
SUCCESS.
Written by: - Alisha
Arpita Mondal, B.A. (HONS.) 5TH
SEMSETER

“The roots of
Education are
bitter but the
fruit is
sweet.”Aristotle
13

The National Educational Policy 2020 has been
approved by the Union Cabinet on 29th July 2020 to
overhaul the country’s education system.
Under the NEP 2020, provision is being made that the
expenditure of GDP in India is currently 4% which will
gradually increase up to 6%. The NEP 2020 aims to
provide a new sphere of innovation and research in
our society. The new policy strongly encourages the
values that soar identifying multilingualism and life
skills. It emphasizes upon the expansion of the
empirical knowledge. It has been a couple of decades
since Indian Education System is heavily criticized for
being theoretical and now with the advent of the NEP
2020 it might be able to repair the cracks that have
been dripping for years. A strong education
foundation is key for making children resilient,
shaping their personality, and giving them muchneeded self-confidence. That is why there is a need to
focus on foundational education. Now onwards,
students will be able to give importance to their
creativity while pursuing their education. Their
perspective of seeing education as a necessity to get a
good job and paycheck would change. They can lead to
their own path and now with complete focus as the
NEP has given them options of multiple entries and
exits which will help if they want to leave any course
while pursuing their graduation and to join any other
field. It is basically if a student switches from one
course to another, then he/she can receive a
certificate or diploma of credit. Basically, these years
will not be considered futile for the students.The
positive, psychological keystone of this policy is the
introduction of the element of choice. This policy
challenges the erstwhile Educational Institution’s core
set of beliefs by having us feel stronger. It has
positioned the options of giving free choice to the
students when they can decide what is most
appropriate for them, amongst varied choices.
VOL 3, ISSUE 3

They will not be bound to grow amid the
scientific compulsions. They can become a good
hotelier, or a good skilled technical expertise, or
a good designer; because all such courses shall
be offered. Therefore, the NEP promises to end
the rigid compartmentalization between the
streams and allows one to become proficient in
his interested field. In fact, multi- disciplinary
integration is one of its biggest highlights
because, in a very fundamental sense, it
enforces the student’s individuality and freedom
of choice. As a flexible procedure for students, it
assists them to follow a direction where they will
learn
and
pursue
what
they
enjoy
accommodating. So, this will result as people will
get jobs more conveniently and will work with
more passion, eventually brings up the
productive atmosphere. So far, whatever a
student would study in school, itwas to develop
a theoretical aspect of knowledge without any
practical implementation. This gave birth to a
community of students who would attain the
knowledge to perform but not to execute a
research-based idea. With the NEP 2020,
vocational trainings have been brought to an
existence where the extracurricular skills and
related activities will be offered to the students.
Education, in essence, is supposed to be an
enlightening process. However, more often we
find our visions dimmed and our backs being
bent under its sheer pressure. The presumption
that ‘Everybody is going to be perfect at
everything’s a significant flaw with the
prevailing paradigm. Therefore, the NEP 2020
seeks to bring a holistic change in the education
system in India, its success depends on the will
and way in which it will be implemented. The
new reform shows India a ray of hope in her
journey towards becoming a developed nation.

“Children
are not things to be
moulded, but people
to be unfolded”- Jess
Lair.
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Just high on
catchwords or a
incere Attempt?
,Opposition parties
denouncing the New
Education Policy
(2020)
Written
by: - Shivani Patankar, B.A. (HONS.)
5TH SEMESTER
The New Education policy which got its head
nod on 29th July ,2020 by the Union Cabinet
Minister
outlines
various
reforms
on
education system and replaces the 34-year-old
traditional education system. The Prime
Minister Modi stated that the policy focuses
on ‘how to think’ rather than ‘what to think’.
India is celebrating many of its holistic
approaches and its cornerstone approach
towards vocational studies. The policy aims to
escalate the public investment in education up
to 6% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
subsequently. Though the policy sounds
progressive and is leading its way towards
prosperous education, it is frowned upon by
many opposition parties for missing the mark
on various crucial matters.
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The NEP, 2020 affirms that the central and state
government will strive to escalate the GDP
expenditure on education by 6%. This has been
the goal since 1960s since the Kothari
Commission’s report, but is yet to be
accomplished.
Moreover,
since
Modi
Government’s tenure there has been shortage of
funds as “It’s just that since May 2014, on spend to
GDP ratio has been falling. Six years ago, in 201213, education expenditure was 3.1% of the GDP. It
fell in 2014-15 to 2.8% and registered a further
drop to 2.4% in 2015-16”,says Peri Maheshwar of
Career 360. Another crucial part in the policy that
has caught heed is the three-language formula,
the ruling AIADMK rejecting the three-language
formula outright and reiterating two-language
policy, the State appears to have thwarted a
perceived third attempt for imposition of Hindi in
the last 83 years. Barring BJP, no other political
party has backed the policy. Unlike the National
Education policy-1968 which mandated teaching
of Hindi in non-Hindi speaking States, the latest
NEP does not explicitly mention the ‘third’
language shall be Hindi. Instead, the policy noted
that three languages learned by children will be
the choices of the States and the students,
provided two languages must be native of India.
Several linguist and educationists observed that
the move towards three languages formula would
eventually give a significance to other languages
too. Aazhi Senthil Nathan, convener of CLEAR
(Campaign for Language Equality and Rights) said
indicators of social, economic and educational
development of the State are testimony that the
State’s two-language policy was a successful
model. “Three-language policy is neither politically
needed nor it is educationally effective”, he said.
One party which has strongly opposed this
impulse is CPI(M), in a letter with observations to
Minister of Human Resource, “Many specific
proposals of the NEP contain are impractical and
would cause enormous disruption for institutions,
students and teachers, and would require
considerable increase in public expenditure on
education which remains a distant dream”. The
party has called out the policy for its ‘impressive
sugarcoating ’and that there’s obscurity regarding
its implementation.Vocational studies in India has
been mired in antiquated ideas about what it
means for young adults to acquire skills and
corresponding education of relevant concepts and
knowledge.
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It is estimated that only around 2 per cent of
the labour force in India has had any formal
training whatsoever, compared to 55 per cent
in China, 80-85 per cent in the EU and S Korea,
and over 90 per cent in Japan. International
experience, in both advanced industrial
economies
and
‘emerging’
developing
economies like in South-East Asia, is that most
countries consider vocational education
(VocEd) as part of tertiary education after
school, after either completion of a full
secondary education or achievement of some
minimum levels there. Till now, India has
vacillated between entry-level vocational skills
at the +2 stage in school, inadequate even to
prevent drop-outs, and a weak system
of ITIs. The policy’s implementation has still a
long road ahead, with the pandemic COVID-19
the chances of getting even started are slim.
The government has set up a target of 2040 to
implement the entire NEP policy.
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The NEP 2020: Will
India now become
a Global
Superpower?
Written
by: - Maninder Kaur, B.A. (HONS.)
ENGLISH 5TH SEMESTER
The education policies in the world have been
consistently changing the regular and old systems of
imparting education to the students. To manage the
current advancement in technology and change in
the human psyche in the postmodern world, the
Union Cabinet of India has approved a New
Education Policy on July 29, 2020. This has taken
place after a gap of 34 years. The New Education
Policy is meant to provide satisfactory vision and
framework to the schools, institutions, and the
educational forums across the country. So, the
question exists, will the New Education Policy act as
a milestone towards India becoming the global
superpower? The New Education Policy aims to
provide the students with the nonpareil education
so that they should seize the opportunities to attain
success in the path they acquire.The changes
happening around the world challenge any nation to
propose the growth and modifications to compete
with the widening skills all across the globe. Thus, it
becomes necessary for a nation to discover new
aspects to develop the skills of the students so that
they stand worthy capable to expose their skills as
equated with the students in the world. So, our
nation has proposed the National Education Policy;
full-fledged a promise to make India a Global
Superpower in Education. The current education
system has some flaws like here the students deal
with a lot of anxiety, irritability, and long-term
stress; that leads them to be on the verge of
depression as well as to suffer health problems.
However, the New Education Policy promises to
provide students a ‘stress-free education’ by
manifesting their unique abilities, by disapproving of
differentiating between arts and sciences, by
allowing them to discover inter -disciplinary areas,
by giving a conceptual understanding of practical
skills and knowledge which will help them in
expanding their horizons, to experience wide
cognition, and to perceive the need of the
contemporaneity of education across the world.
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For instance, the Education system in
Britain has been considered the
exemplary in the world. The UK’s
education system follows ‘The National
Curriculum’ set by the government to
specify what subjects should be taught
to the students. It also ensures that
children must receive good education
with learning a broad range of those
subjects particularly in which they can
enhance their skills. Along with this, it
also ensures that children in both
primary and secondary schools learn
when they rejoice and cherish what they
acquiesce. One of the best things about
the education system in the UK is that
children
develop
a
sense
of
independence and are encouraged
to associate themselves with different
cultures. The British state schools follow
the three-term year tier - SeptemberDecember, January-March, and April-July.
It is proven that children learn better in
short terms and when they rest for short
periods, it helps them perform better.
Other countries such as Europe, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand also focus more
on inculcating practical knowledge
rather than making students cram and
recite the book knowledge. These
countries have highly emphasized on
giving practical knowledge to their
students by making them learn from
field visits and practical activities, which
gives a positivity in their lives. The
students are given no stress and the
supportive educators help them cope up
with different problems.
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Another way of making students feel unstressed is that they organize parties, events, and
outdoor visits regularly that add some fun along with. India has finally changed her old way of
education which had provided a restrictive growth to students. The New Education Policy has
been framed to work as better as the education policy in other countries. It offers the guidelines
to work more on high-quality education, by introducing multidisciplinary institutions, by
imparting practical knowledge, allowing more interaction with the fellow mates as well as
educators. It has now been developed in such a way that students will feel confident in their
culture and society they are born in and can choose to learn in their own mother -tongue too.
This education system will also help students to explore their interests, caliber, talent, and
versatility of knowing in what stream they can perform better. For this, departments in
languages, literature, music, philosophy, Indology, art, dance, theatre, education, mathematics,
statistics, pure and applied sciences, sociology, economics, sports, translation and
interpretation, etc. will be established. Students will receive an empirical knowledge in diverse
fields and thus will condition their skills rather than just getting sort of marks or grades. Thus, it
will help students to not to feel as either inferior or superior or taking even their lives of feeling
the burden of getting lower marks.The students will become wiser and more confident if they
can believe that they are in their own language too. Indian with the launch of the NEP, 2020 will
equate the education policy of other nations and will bring the true scholars to compete in the
global world.
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A policy for the
future generation:
Vocational
Education NEP
By – Tushar Das MAJMC 1ST
YEAR
New Delhi: The national education policy that was
passed on 29 July 2020 was approved by the Union
Cabinet of India. It was a very bold attempt to
reconstruct the education system and it’s also a
transformational reform. The existing system has
remained fundamentally the same since Modern
Education was introduced in India and needs a
complete overhaul. Vision for balance education is
socially meaningful and aspirational. There will be no
division between Arts and Science and also between
curricular and extracurricular activities etc. This was
important to eliminate harmful hierarchies. Students
will be provided with various options.
Vocational education is basically for those students who are unable to cope with others. This is a
perception that affects the choices students make. It is a serious concern that should be dealt
with by the complete re-imagination of how vocational education is offered to students in the
future.The fourth vertical of HECI will be the General Education Council (GEC), which will frame
expected learning outcomes for higher education programs also referred to as ‘graduate
attributes’. A National Higher Education Qualification Framework will be formulated by the GEC
and it shall be in sync with the National Skills Qualifications Framework to ease the integration of
vocational education into higher education. A comprehensive and multidisciplinary education will
help develop well-rounded individuals that possess critical 21st-century capacities in fields across
the arts, humanities, languages, sciences, social sciences, and professional, technical, and
vocational fields, like in whatever field the student want to do specialization in he can do. Every
student will take the fun course, during Grades 6-8, that gives a survey and hands-on experience of
a sampling of important vocational crafts, such as carpentry, electric work, metalwork, gardening,
pottery making, etc., as decided by States and local communities and as mapped by local skilling
needs. A common guiding set of National Professional Standards for Teachers (NPST) will be
developed by 2022, by the National Council for Teacher Education. Vocational education will be
integrated into all school and higher education institutions in a phased manner over the next
decade. Focus areas for vocational education will be chosen based on skills gap analysis and
mapping of local opportunities Job market orientation with multiple-entry and exit options will be
of either 3 or 4-year duration, with multiple exits options within this period, with appropriate
certifications, e.g., a certificate after completing 1 year in a discipline or field including vocational
and professional areas, or a diploma after 2 years of study, or a Bachelor’s degree after a 3-year
program.
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Curtailing
dropout rates and
ensuring universal
access to education
at all levels
By – Yogesh Sejwal MAJMC 1ST
YEAR

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can
use to change the world. Education is the key that
unlocks the golden door to freedom. These are some
quotes, you generally found very interesting and
motivating but how much they are applicable in real
life. In our nation, more than 90 thousand crores are
spent on education and development. But its of no use
when most of the student s dropout from the school.
More than 90% of students drop out of school between
6-8 grade which a serious sign of worry.
There are several reasons for dropping out like poverty, lack interest in studies, sanitation problems,
the safety of girl child, transportation problem and much more. The New Education Policy 2020 is
built upon various factors keeping in mind and access to education and students dropping out is one
of them. The NEP 2020 has been made to improve the standard of education and make it accessible
to everyone. Under this policy, various facilities like infrastructure, hygiene will be improved. Basic
problems will be taken care of which forced students to drop out of school. Under this policy, the
students will be tracked as in how they are doing in their studies, what are their learning level. The
basic teaching system will be changed. And new innovative methods will be used to make studies
interesting for the students and help them learn it and understand better. Distance learning is also a
solution that’s has been proposed under this scheme, students who are not able to attend the school
can opt for this. Under this scheme, students will be offered a programme like education at A, B, C
level which is equivalent to grade 3,5,8 and higher studies. And also, several other vocational
education courses and life-enrichment programmes will be offered through National Institute of
Open Learning. A different modal of education De-schooling like Gurukuls, Madarasas, homeschooling is also offered to eliminate the issues of travel or safety for students. The main aim of this
policy is to bring back those two crore students who left their studies in between due to any reason.
This NEP 2020 is surely a major step in shaping the future of the country. When every citizen of the
country will have access to proper education it will surely help in eradicating many problems of the
country. Experts views on this policy Byju Raveendran, Founder and CEO, BYJU S: “India is home to
the world’s largest K-12 population and the universalization of early school education, the push to
improve gross enrolment ratio and a renewed focus on new life skills such as coding will help create
a stronger pipeline of future leaders in India.” Dr. Sunita Gandhi, Founder, Global Classroom Private
Limited (GCPL) &amp; Global Education &amp; Training Institute (GETI) said “One of the interesting
elements of the NEP is to provide infrastructural and academic support to
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dropouts (rounding up to 2 crores) by formulating different ways of learning with the help of formal
and informal education modes.”Akshay Chaturvedi, Founder &amp; CEO, LeverageEdu: With the RTE
now extended to 18 years of age, I am supremely confident that we will see a much bigger number of
our population pursing higher education. This is by far one of the most defining things to have
happened in the Indian Education landscape in the last three decades. Col. (Retd.) Gopal
Karunakaran, CEO, Shiv Nadar School: The stated aim to provide foundational literacy and numeracy
skills to all Indians in the next five years is laudable and will help India shed the stigma of illiteracy
Nidhi Tripathy, National General Secretary, ABVP The National Education Policy will, with a modern
outlook, provide for a knowledge-based society with scientific temper. Ambedkar Student Union:
This policy will help the students from poor backgrounds to get access to proper education.

OPTIMAL LEARNING ENVIROMENT
PRISHA RASTOGI BAJMC (INTERNATIONAL) 1ST
YEAR
Optimal learning environment is majorly
promoting student’s engagement analysis in
social, academic and psychological phenomena
comprising engagement framing it as critical to
learning and development. The curriculum must
be interesting, relevant and updated regularly to
align with the latest knowledge requirements and
to meet specified learning outcomes, framing it as
critical to learning and development. Engagement
is to be understood as a primary framework for
understanding educational and motivational
outcomes;
measuring
the
malleability,
complexity, multidimensionality and sources of
engagement.
The
relationship
between
engagement and achievement is supporting as
well as challenging the instructor’s role. The
instructor’s role is maximum in promoting
engagement within and beyond core academic
subjects with technological innovations on the
engagement
horizon.
Optimal
Learning
Environments to Promote Students Engagement is
an
essential
resource
for
researchers,
professionals and graduate students. All age
students generally learn maximum through their
classroom environment although every pupil
learns in an entirely independent way, by initially
setting boundaries and standards, creating a safe
and inclusive environment. The most important
step to be taken care of is making a student feel
safe with feeling included, understood and
successful is crucial for a young mind to learn. If a
student knows they are being supported,
respected and valued they are more-likely to open
themselves up to challenges. Also, confidence is
built up when challenges are tackled and get
easily overcome; Encouraging creativity in the
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classroom, making room for the students to
grow and take risks and rewarding can create a
learning environment where every learner can
achieve and absorb more only itself.
Assessment is an excellent gauge of how a
teacher is performing, as well as how students
are achieving. Regular assessment should occur
in the classroom to ensure everyone is at the
same stage and all the students are kept
informed and engaged. But assessments don’t
have to be in the daunting form of a test,
assignment or project in fact online quizzes,
group tasks can take away the pressure of
wrong and rights.
Varying the mode of
assessment in any given task can make all the
difference to a student with specific learning
needs. Also, the option of delivering assessment
orally, rather than written or vice versa can
mean a great deal to a student’s sense of
accomplishment. Modifying tasks when there
are diverse learning styles and levels is a good
idea and important not to single a student out,
so giving variety of options for students to
choose from can alleviate the stress.
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NEP2020 aims to
make education
more holistic
Parv anand MAJMC 1ST YEAR
New Delhi, Jan 7: NEP2020 aims to make education
more holistic, integrated as well as enjoyable and
engaging. For this NEP2020 has proposed some new
changes which tends to add a new dimension in
Indian school curriculum and teaching pedagogy. 29
July 2020 The New Education Policy i.e. NEP2020 was
approved by The Union Cabinet Of India for discussion
and further implementation. NEP2020 provides us
with a framework through which we can envision the
new education system. When we compare this to the
previous policy which is National Policy On Education,
1986, students are likely to enjoy more flexibility
while opting subjects they want to learn. Stiffness and
gaps between science and arts along with other
subjects like music, arts etc. will be reduced and all
these subjects will be considered at the same
platform.
For example a science student can learn business studies or accounts or a commerce student can
go for political science or history. Drishti Sharma of Manav Rachna International School,
Charmwood believes that student will have a better chance to grow and evolve at a personal and
social level. NEP2020 also tries to make an effort to enhance a students ability of critical
understanding and essential learning. This will improvise their awareness as well as
understanding of his or her world. NEP2020 emphasis on vocational studies will help them in
achieving this. Activities like gardening, carpentry, pottery making etc. will be included as decided
by states. According to students liking they will be allowed with internship opportunities
beginning from class 6th. Along with this activities such as &quot;bagless days&quot; will be
encouraged throughout the year which would include activities like arts, quizzes, sports etc.
Curriculum structure will also go under a major change. 10+2 structure will be replaced by 5+3+3+4
structure. This structure is established corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14 and finally 14-18
years respectively. Hence it can be said that the new dimension which NEW2020 brings along with
it is beneficial for students at personal as well as social level. It will be easy for them to pursue
what they like. This policy will allow them to grow in any way as they want to.
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NEW EDUCATION POLICY (NEP)
Rashi Mathur , Course: BAJMC 1ST Year
The Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has formulated the New Education Policy
(NEP) 2020, which is set to bring drastic changes-- in the education system of the country. The
education system in India is going to be revamped after 34 years. Flexible degree options, subject
combination, unique exit
options for various courses etc are the new changes that are going to be implemented in higher
education.
According to NEP 2020, the structure and length of degree programme shall be adjusted to
promote holistic and multidisciplinary education. The detailed comparison of three-year vs fouryear Bachelor’s degree can be checked below.

Do you think that the exit options NEP offers will benefit students?
The New Education Policy is superior and fitter than the prevailing education policy. Being a student
preparing for C.A. which also requires a degree simultaneously, the exit options are in favor. As
students will atleast have a certificate or diploma if not a graduation degree which will be an
enhancement in the C.V.
– Rajeshwari Tiwari, B.Com student, Delhi University
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According to the new education policy 2020, students willing to complete their graduation have to
study for four years while one can easily complete his/her diploma degree in two years. This might
encourage the pupil to leave the course midway. Do you think the dropout rates will increase in
colleges due to these exit options?
Yes, dropout rates will definitely increase in my opinion. Since, most of the students attend college
just for the sake of degree so these exit options that NEP offers will be in their favor. Also, if dropouts
result in channelizing students’ ideas and energy then, it will contribute in the economy of the
country only. – Navya Mittal, B.Tech student, BVCOE Delhi

PUBLIC OPINION ON NEP 2020

Lt. Col. A Shekhar, Soldier Educationist says that it’s a progressive document, yet, without
overarching long term vision. The most serious concerns for educators working on ground level are
several lacks of resources on the ground level, both for private and public sector scholastic
institutions and the reluctance in mindset change due to deep-set fixed perception. Ms Divya Lal,
Managing Director, Fliplearn Education Pvt. Ltd., says that the New Education Policy is a refreshing
shift and a bold corrective approach to education in India and we welcome it whole-heartedly.
Technology will now play a much bigger role not just in planning and administration, but also in
pedagogy, content, tutelage and assessment; which is both futuristic and transformative.
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EVENTS

ORGANISED BY
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE/
WEBINARS:
Carrying forward the rich scholarly pursuit of MRIIRS, The Department of English, continued the
practice of organizing scholarly knowledge exchange of scholars of national and international
repute. The details of a few such interactions are given below: Ø One Day Webinar on Shakespeare:
Indianization in Literature and Culture, held on Date - 6th June 2020: Prof. Maneeta Kahlon (Associate
Professor, SDAM College, GNDU Amritsar) and Prof. Shikha Saxena ( Professor, GGSIP University, New
Delhi) were the resource persons for this Webinar. The webinar focused on Shakespeare and his
works and highlighted how the great poet- dramatist of 16th century from a small town from
England, by virtue of his art came to acquire universality in all cultures and all Ages. The discussion
was centred on representation of Shakespeare’s work in various artistic forms in India including
their adaptation in cinema, theatre and folk art. Hence, effecting a specific Indianization of the great
master.

One day Webinar on ‘Master the Art of Virtual
Learning ' on 20th June, 2020: The resource for
the Webinar was Ms. Shivangi Narula, the CEO
& Founder at The Royal Solution, a learning
and

development

firm.

Ms.

Narula

enlightened the participants with her inputs
on new tools and techniques of the virtual
world. She also spoke on the advantages of
online classes in this pandemic time. Ms.
Narula

gave

extensive

information

about

training and internships to the students. She
replied to all the questions asked by the
participants and students. The session gave a
new insight into the learning strategies in the
virtual world. International Webinar on EcoLiterature

and

December,

Pandemic

2020

(Friday).

held

on

4th

Starting

the

Dr Sharma talked hyper individualism, growing in
the world and stressed on its negative
consequences. He spoke about how humans are
the main reason for global warming. He concluded
by saying that if we do not fix the escalating global
warming then the humans will have no future.

discussion HOD Dr Shivani Vashist attracted
attention towards the new additions of words
like ' Social Distancing and Work from Home' in
Webster's Dictionary in 2020 followed by the
outbreak

of

COVID-19

Pandemic

and

subsequent change in life-style. Eco Literature
is the study of Literature and Environment in
which literary texts are studied to illustrate
environmental concerns. The first resource
person for the webinar was Prof. Carolyn
Heising who is a Faculty at the Industrial &
Manufacturing
Department,

Systems
Iowa

State

Engineering
University.

She

discussed the dangers of COVID-19. According
to her during the times of Covid-19 “the
personal has become dangerous”. She talked
about the lifestyle changes that will become
permanent all over the world after the
pandemic is over. The second speaker of the
day was Dr. Ram Sharma, who is working as an
Associate

Professor

and

Head

of

department of English in J.V.P.G. College.
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WORK SHOP ORGANISED
A 7Day International Faculty Development
Programme on “Research in Virtual World”
was organised by The Department of English in
association with Cape Comorin Trust, Grand
Academic Portal of India and Lavender Literary
Club. More than 100 faculty
members and Researchers from different Colleges
and Universities participated in the workshop. The
7-Day
International
Faculty
Development
Programme,
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divided into different Sessions on various related issues,
witnessed hectic academic and research activities. It
covered the important research topics, like various
research tools and techniques, Research Ethics, Plagiarism,
exploring and exhausting available maximum resources,
etc. The issued were discussed with special reference to the
world-wide restriction on physical movement during the
Pandemic Covid 19 and subsequent dependence on virtual
interaction. Renowned scholars on the subjects discussed
various aspects related to all these issues.

GUEST LECTURE
Department of English, FMeH organized an E- Guest Lecture
on 03 July 2020 at 04.00 p.m. The title of the lecture was “An
Interplay of Literature and History: An Overview” and the
speaker was Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, Associate Professor at the
Department of English in Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar College,
University of Delhi.
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BRIGHAM YOUNG

| Mr. Kumar emphasized upon how
literature is evolving as history. It
plays an important role in retelling
past or history. It is no more a
singing lyre, it becomes a lesson of
virtue and morality that it imparts
through a recount of historical
stories. Though such narratives still
grapple to gain an existence in
literary world, will prove equally as
an indispensable inter -disciplinary
subject. The lecture was a part of the
department’s endeavor of sharing
teaching-learning expertise and to
expose our students to the best
intellectual minds of the area.
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Another Guest
lecture was organized on 29 August, 2020 at 11:00 am.on a very relevant topic 'Research
Methodology: Major Conceptual Concerns’. The Speaker was Dr. Rajiv Ranjan Dwivedi,
Associate Professor, Department of English, Delhi Technological University. During his oneand-a-half-hour lecture, Dr. Rajiv Ranjan enlightened the students about the major concepts
and key terms of Research Methodology. He spoke on the relevance of research methodology
and elaborated the covert and overt aspects
of conducting research. He emphasized that without critical analysis, research cannot be
pursued as appropriate creative and vice versa. Therefore, creative
juxtaposes critical research. Besides discussing the MLA/APA referencing style, he deliberated
that “The nature and kind of research determines the form of
methodology to be employed for a particular study”.
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The Department organized a Guest Lecture on ‘Academic and Creative Writing ' on 24th
September 2020.Dr Swati Pal, Principal at Janki Devi Memorial College, University
of Delhi was the invited speaker. Prof. (Dr.) Swati Pal enlightened the participants with some
literary devices and techniques of creative and academic writing. She in her lecture
elaborated on the features of both creative and academic writing. Later she made a clear
distinction between the two forms of writing. She illustrated her views about originality of
thought and expression by citing examples. She gave much information and suggestions to
students on writing stories, plays and poems.The session was very informative and
knowledgeable. The students posed their queries to Dr. Swati Pal at the end of the session
and were satisfied as they were answered satisfactorily.
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The Department organized a guest lecture on 3rd October, 2020 at 10:00 am in the virtual mode
on Teams. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Seema Vaid, an IT professional based in California,
USA, on
a very relevant topic - “Sustainable Lifestyle for stopping climate Change”. Dr Vaid gave an
engaging and inspiring talk about the challenges faced by humanity due to the threat of Climate
Change. She
emphasized the fact that Climate Change can spell doom for the entire humanity, as well as the
planet earth. She also urged the students to take constructive steps in making significant
changes in their lifestyle, which will go a long way in improving the condition of the environment.
The students’
involvement in the lecture, and the topic in general, was evident from the fact that students
voiced their opinions and asked various relevant questions to understand the topic.
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The Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies & Humanities organized a guest
lecture on 27th November, 2020 at 6:30 pm in the virtual mode on Zoom. The lecture was
delivered by Dr. Tracy Hayes on a very relevant topic - “Masculinity in The Victorian Age”.
Dr. Tracy Hayes gave an engaging and inspiring talk about masculinity in the Victorian Age. She
gave a glimpse of the primary meaning of the topic. She emphasized upon the Victorian
constructions of Masculinity. She also talked about the traditional benchmarks of Masculinity
in the Victorian era that prohibited women to emancipate themselves and to seek their right
of equality. For a better understanding, Dr. Hayes also discussed Edward Drinker Cope’s ‘The
Origin of the Fittest’ and Sigmund Freud who is the Father of Psychoanalysis; to discuss how
they represented the conditions of the Victorian women in their works.
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INTER-UNIVERSITY AND INTRA-UNIVERSITY COMPETITIVE
ACTIVITIES:
Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities, conducted an Inter - University
E- Poster making Competition on the subject "Life during Lockdown" on 30 June 2020. This
Competition was conducted in order to encourage the students giving vent to their creativity on a
totally new way of life that has come into being during the Pandemic rise. Almost 50 students
from various institute and University participated in the event. The participants were judged by
the eminent artist Mr. Deepak Soni, the Performance Speed Painter and Freelance Artist at
UDAAN, New Delhi.Ms. Anjali Aggarwal and Mr. Abhinav Mangla students of B.A. 3rd semester
(Honours) English were the student coordinators of the activity, whereas, Dr.Tripti Tyagi was
the faculty coordinator. Ms. Isha Wadhwa from Kasturba Institute of Technology, Delhi, clinched
the first position. Ms. Isha Chaudhary from Raghunath Giri Post Graduate College, Meerut was
adjusted 2nd. Ms. Rimaljeetfrom the same college and Ms. Sakshi Kaushik from College of Art,
New Delhi were adjusted third. Two consolation prizes were also presented.

The Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities, organized an Inter University Music Competition titled The Musician Unlocked. The competition was held in the
online mode. The participants were required to send their own recorded music videos to the
organizers on 4th July 2020. The musical talent was explored from all over the country and there
was great enthusiasm and huge response from the student community. Total 33 entries were
received from various parts of the country from different institutes and universities, The
participants were judged by Dr Sridhar Kannan, Professor and Head of Orthodontics, Manav
Rachna Dental College who himself is a music enthusiast and a singer par excellence.Kundan
Choudhary, BA (H) English, 3rd Semester, who himself is a singer and musician was the student
coordinator.There were two categories of the event. In the category of Indian solo Md.Shahbaz
Khan, B.D.College,Patna, Avinash Kumar, Poornima Institute of Engineering and Technology, Jaipur
and Sapna Kumari, Parampara Music College, Patna,
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were adjusted 1st, 2nd and 3rdrespectively.Gaurav Banerjee from Asian Academy of Film and
Television,Film City, Delhi NCR, Nupur Bishwas from Manav Rachna International Institute of
Research and Studies, Faridabad and Rahul Shandilya from Birla Institute of Technology and
Science, Pilani won 1st, 2nd and 3rd position in the Category of Western Solo.

The Department of English organized Intra–University
competition
‘Expressing in Prose’ on the topic of “On the Aftermath of Pandemic” on 20th July 2020. The event
was organised to give a platform to the students to express their experiences, thought-processes,
apprehensions and longings during confined days of the Pandemic COVID 19, and also to provide
them an opportunity to give vent to their imaginations to visualize the Post-Pandemic Life. The
first 20 entries received between 10th to 20th Julywere taken for evaluation.The event got entries
from many of the faculties/ departments of the University, including FET (CSE and Auto), FCBS, FBSS
and both the departments from FMeH. Dr Chhavi Kulshreshtha, Assistant Professor, Faculty of
Education and Humanities, MRU, Faridabad was the judge for the event. Mrinal Thakral, B.A. (Hons.)
English, 5th Semester and Anushka Yadav, B.A. (Hons.) English, 3rd Semester were jointly declared
the winners. Mercy Masih, M.A. English, 3rd Semester, clinched the 2nd position and Manisha
Dagar, B.A. (Hons.) English, 3rd Semester stood third. ShambhaviTarun, BA (H) English, 3rd
Semester and Bhumika Sihag, MA English, 3rd Semester, were the Student coordinators.
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Ø The Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities, organized an Online
Intra-University debate competition, to commemorate Teacher’s Day on 5th September, 2020.
The topic of the debate was “Internet is the New ‘Guru’: Bye-Bye Teachers and the Old
Classrooms”. The event came at the backdrop of ongoing Pandemic, which has kept the
students at bay from the real classrooms and made them study in virtual online mode.
Altogether 30 students from different faculty and departments of the University, including FET,
FCBS, FMeH, FMS participated in the event. Students went on giving expression to their view
for and against the motion. This was a keenly fought contest and the three judges- Dr Jyoti
Chawla, Professor and HOD Applied Sciences, FET; Dr. Vijay Kumar, Professor, Mathematics, FET
and Ms Radha Pandit, Assistant Professor, FCBS- had tough time selecting the winners. On the
basis of clarity of thought/ideas/ persuasive skills and fluency
the winners were finally
declared. Niyati Kapoor, BA (H) English, 5th Semester, Jatin Chaudhary, B.Tech (Civil
Engineering), 5th Sem, FET, and Mansa Panigrahi, BA (H) English, 3rd Semester won 1st, 2nd and
3rdpositions respectively. Aman Kakkar, BA (H) English, 5th Semester and Manisha Maski BA (H)
English, 3rd Semester, were the Student coordinators.
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DEPARTMENTAL CO-CURRICULAR AND
PRACTICE BASED LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities has undertaken the practice of
organising regular student activities with the purpose of encouraging a more practical- inclusive
environment of teaching-learning and facilitating creative faculty of the students. Given below are
a few important activities: An activity titled 'Types of Research based on COVID 19' was organized
on 29 June, 2020 on Microsoft teams to explore the students’ research
aptitude and to improve their public speaking skills. More than 15 students from BA (H), 5th
Semester participated in the activity and applied their concepts on the various models/theories of
the Pandemic time. Their skills to speak with utter cognizance and confidence could take the event
to Ø the full leisure of its learning ambience. The participants were judged on their content,
confidence, fluency and knowledge of research. Niyati Kapoor got the first position, Ritojya Biswas
and Aman Kakkar clinched the 2nd and 3rd place respectively. The activity was judged by Dr. Sumit
Bhateja, HOD of the department of Oral Medicine & Radiology. An online activity for the students
of BA (H) 5th Semester“Re-visiting Abhijnana Shakuntalam of Kalidasa” was organised on July 3,
2020 to assess theircomprehension of the play. The students, grouped in pairs presented different
aspects of the play by means of attractive PPTs. Altogether 17 pairs
of students presented the different aspects of the play, including its storyline, its two important
themes- that of love and of the relationship between Nature and Civilization; important characters
like Dushyanta and Shakuntsala; main ideas, like that of kingship, friendship, affection etc. The
presentations were judged on the basis of content, clarity of idea and presentation skills. It was a
keenly fought context in which Garima and Laxmi stood the First. Anirudh and Parul got the
second place whereas Aman and Sukriti were adjusted to the 3rd
position.
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An online Student’s activity “Presen-to-mania- Presentation of The Waste Land by T.S. Eliot” was
organised on July 15 2020. The students presented different aspects of the great epic poem that
they have just read as a part of their Master's Program. All students had arranged their ideas in
attractive PPTs. Almost 15 M.A (English) students presented the different aspects of the poem,
including its theme, symbolism, characters and different sections of the poem. Dr Sonia Duggal
and Dr Sujata were the judges who also enriched the students with their valuable suggestions. The
students judged on their content, clarity of idea and presentation skills on the basis of the same
Sakshi Garg stood First. Disha got the second place whereas Aditi and Vaishali tied for the 3rd. .
The event had been quite an absorbing experience and both the students and faculty enjoyed it.
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The next Activity of the series was an online Student’s activity “Premchand’s ‘The Shroud (Kafan)’:
Retold from Different Perspectives”, held on 13th August 2020. The students of B.A. (Hons.) English,
3rd Semester participated in it while rendering practical expression to their Domain Elective Course,
‘Modern Indian Writing in English Translation’. It was an individual presentation and the students
narrated the ‘Kafan (translated as ‘The Shroud’), the most acclaimed short story of the master story
teller Premchand. Altogether 15 students presented the short story from different angles. The
event was well received by both faculty and students. It was a keenly fought context in which Mansa
Panigrahi won the day. Aakriti Srivastava scored the second position whereas Shambhavi, Smriti and
Namya joined to clinch the third place.

Literary Extempore, held on 21st August 2020 was another activity in this series in which the
students of B.A. (H) English 3rd semester participated on a variety of topics taken from their course
British Literature Early 20th Century. The event prompted the students to read and comprehend
some of the important literary texts like D.H. Lawrence's Sons and Lovers. The event was
conducted to explore the talent of the students and to improve their public speaking. 20 students
eagerly took part in the activity. On the basis of their content, confidence, fluency and overall
impact, Anjali Aggarwal scored the first position, Gunika Dudeja was adjusted 2nd, whereas Mansa
Panigrahi and Shambhavi Tarun were joined for third place.
Elocution of Mock Epic The Rape of the Lock ,
held on 27th November, 2020 was conducted to explore
the talent of the students and to improve their
public speaking. There was a lot of enthusiasm in the
students. 16 students from B.A. (H) English Semester 1
eagerly took part in the activity and spoke on variety
of topics, based on their course British Literature 18th
Century. The event prompted the students to read and
comprehend some of the important literary texts like
the mock epic The Rape of the Lock. The participants
were judged on the basis of content, confidence,
fluency and overall impact. Vani Jaiswal and Shristi Roy
won the 1st and 2nd position respectively. Leeharika
and Priya Vashisth got 3rd place jointly
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The next activity in the line was a virtual Students’
presentation on different aspects of Chaucer’s
Masterpiece Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. The
presentation was held online on Microsoft Team on 27th
November 2020 at 10.30 am. Nine students of M.A.
English, 1st Semester, who were assigned different
topics based on the text, participated in the event. The
activity was conducted in keeping with the department’s
aim to facilitate applying conceptual learning to
practical purposes. The activity was based on one of the
core courses of MA English curricula, viz. “English
Literature: From Chaucer to Marvell”. It was an
individual presentation and the topics ranged from the
age of Chaucer and his life, vision and works to the
narrative technique and different characters of
the Prologue
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Another activity in the series was screening of film adaptation of Henry Fielding’s novel Joseph
Andrews, followed by a group discussion thereon. The novel is prescribed in the syllabus of MA first
semester. The film is directed by Tony Richardson was screened in the online mode. The Group
discussion that followed focussed on the merits and demerits of the adaptation. Radhika Parashar,
Shivangi Rishi and Kritika Gupta, Niyati and Chinar took the lead in the animated group discussion.
The screening and discussion gave the students an insight into socio-cultural milieu and mannerism
of the 18th century English society. The students asserted that Joseph Andrews contains a
panoramic picture of the English life and the viewing of the movie helped them
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EVENTS
ORGANISED BY
DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM
& MASS COMMUNICATION

WEBINARS:
Webinar on "The Role of Yoga in Enhancing Immunity in times of COVID-19” (20th June 2020): A
webinar on "The Role of Yoga in Enhancing Immunity in times of COVID-19" by eminent yoga
practitioner Dr Meena Ramanathan was organised on 20th of June by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communication, FMeH, as part of the International Yoga Day celebrations.Dr Ramanathan,
who is the Deputy Director of the Centre for Yoga Therapy Education and Research at Sri Balaji
Vidyapith(SBV) Pondicherry, conducted the webinar in alecture-demonstration mode that
completely enthralled the audience.Dr Ramanathan demonstrated for the students and faculty
members of FMeH, a few asanas and pranayams and urged them to make them a part of their
routine.

Webinar on Education during Covid 19: Challenges & Solutions (24 June 2020): The Department of
Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH,MRIIRS hosted a webinar by well-known educationist
and former Vice hancellor of the Kushabhau Thakre Journalism and Mass Communication
University, Prof M S Parmar on “Education during Covid 19: Challenges and Solutions” on 24th of June
2020. Speaking on the occasion, Prof Parmar said the Corona pandemic has badly affected the
education system across the whole world.

Webinar on Journalism in times of Covid 19 (30th June 2020): To dwell on the impact that the
pandemic has had on the media industry in India, the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication, FMeH, MRIIRS on 30th June invited two illustrious media experts—Prof. Shivaji
Sarkar, Dean and Director, Mangalayatan University and Mr Pradip Bagchi, Senior Editor, Times of
India, for a webinar on “Journalism In the Times of Covid 19”. It was a great learning opportunity for
the students. The webinar involved a lively interaction between the speakers and the media
students.
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Webinar on ‘Media Literacy: Busting Fake News’ (3rd July, 2020): To spread awareness in the society
about this menace of misinformation, Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH
organized a webinar on ‘Media Literacy: Busting Fake News’ by Dr Umesh Arya, Professor and
Chairman Department of Communication, Media and Technology, Guru Jambheshwar University,
Hisar on 3rd of July,2020. The session was attended by over 600 participants from across universities
and colleges in India, including the students of Journalism Department, MRIIRS. The session was
very informative and educative on various fronts. Students learned about various tools to debunk
fake news and understood the importance of media literacy especially during the COVID-19 times
where there is a deluge of information and scarce means of verification.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Panel Discussion on New Education Policy 2020 (29 August 2020):
The Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH, on 29/08/20 organised a panel
discussion to explore and discuss the focus of the National Education Policy 2020 which has
proposed major reforms in the framework for school and higher education in the country.Three
eminent personalities of the education sector— Prof. (Dr) Sanjeev Bhanawat, former Head, Centre
for Mass Communication, University of Rajasthan, Prof Ujjwal Chowdhury, Pro-Vice Chancellor,
Adamas University, Kolkata and Prof Charvak, Professor, Assam University, took part in the
programme titled “National Education Policy 2020: Stakeholders’ Perspectives”. It was a great
learning experience for the participants.

Panel Discussion on "National Education Policy--The Forward
Strategy" (15 September 2020):
A panel discussion on the National Education Policy, the second in the series, titled "National
Education Policy--The Forward Strategy" was organised by the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication, FMeH, MRIIRS. Two eminent scholars of the field of education--Dr Pradeep
Choudhury, Assistant Professor, Zakir Husain Centre for Educational Studies, School of Social
Sciences, JNU and Dr Malish C M, Assistant Professor, National Institute of Educational Planning and
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Administration, New Delhi-- were the speakers. The session was moderated by Dr Abhishek Kumar
Singh, Associate Professor of the department. Both the speakers discussed the NEP 2020 in detail and
Dr Maithili Ganjoo, Dean, FMeH, too actively participated in the deliberations.

Panel Discussion on ‘National Education Policy 2020: Media’s
Perspective’ (10th October 2020)
‘An investment in education pays the best interest’ and National Education Policy vision document
should focus more on it’, was the common sentiment shared by the eminent media experts in a
panel discussion organised by the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH, on
10th October, 2020. Eminent personalities of media, Ms Anjlee Istwal, NDTV, Ms Naz Asgar former
Chief of Bureau UNI and Rajesh Sundaram, senior journalist and author were the experts in the
panel discussion titled ‘National Education Policy 2020: Media’s Perspective’. The discussion was
moderated by Mr. Manoj Raut, HoD JMC Department, FMeH.
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Panel Discussion on “Public Relations in the Post-Covid World: Trends
and Challenges” (5th December 2020):
The Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH, organized a panel discussion, on
“Public Relations in the Post-Covid World: Trends and Challenges” on 5th December 2020. Stalwarts
from the PR media industry, Mr. Nitin Mantri, who is the Group CEO at Avian WE & President ICCO &
PRCAI, along with Mr. Partha Ghosh, Vice-President, and Head, Corporate Communications, Samsung
India and Dr. Samir Kapur, Director, Ad Factors PR, (leading PR agency in the country), participated in
an engaging discussion led and moderated by Prof. (Dr.) Maithili Ganjoo, Dean, Faculty of Media
Studies and Humanities, MRIIRS. The purpose of the event was to provide exposure and opportunity
to students, especially those who will be joining the industry soon and to hear from the industry
prolific regarding the trends and strategies that will be leading the country into the post COVID era.
Students and faculty members of the department participated enthusiastically in the discussions.

WORK SHOP ORGANISED
Workshop on “Digital Literacy and Fake news” (13th October 2020):
To help spread digital media literacy, a workshop on Digital Media Literacy and Fake News was
organised in the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH on Oct 13. The workshop
was conducted by Ms Geetika Vashishata, Assistant Professor, JMC under FactShala news literacy
initiative supported by Google News Initiative.The session was attended by Journalism and English
Students of FMeH, MRIIRS (First Semester BA, MA and PhD). It was very informative and educative on
various fronts. Students learned about various tools to debunk fake news.
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GUEST LECTURE
Master Class on "Events and Experiential Marketing during Covid 19"
(17 June 2020)
The Department of Journalism and Mass Communication , Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities ,
MRIIRS organised a master class on "Events and Experiential Marketing during Covid 19" by
renowned marketing strategist Mr Biplab Chowdhury. The session began with the HoD of media
studies Mr. Manoj Raut warmly introducing the guest speaker Mr. Biplab Chowdhury to the students
and faculty of J&MC by sketching his journey in the corporate world. The students found the session
very interesting as Mr Chowdhury explained the concepts with the help of case study videos and
engaged with them in an interactive way.

The International Master Class Series (9th, 10th, 23rd and 24th
November 2020):
The Department of JMC held a ten-hour International Masterclass, with the Western Sydney
University (WSU, Australia) Professor of Journalism, Dr. Asha Chand who is also a Dean
(International) and an eminent journalist and academician in the Department of Humanities and
Medi Studies, WSU, on 9th, 10th, 23rd and 24th November 2020. The master class was open to the
students of BAJMC( International), as a part of their curriculum for the first semester, and by select
students from BAJMC ( 5th semester), who were selected on the basis of academic excellence in the
previous semester. The Masterclass was designed like a workshop, with lectures, assignments,
discussion, and open evaluation, to discuss the finer journalistic skills and enhance critical thinking
among the students. The students were exposed to international case studies of journalism, onground techniques, laws and ethics issues, etc that were very well, received by the students.
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INTER-UNIVERSITY AND INTRA-UNIVERSITYEVENTS &ACTIVITIES
Recreating Cinema through Posters’ (10th September 2020):
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized an Intra-university poster
making competition on 10th of September, called ‘Recreating Cinema through Posters’ where
students of different departments from MRIIRS and MRIU participated. Around 40 entries were
received, out of which 24 were shortlisted to be showcased in the event. The event allowed the
students to explore their inner creativity and express their love for films through posters.The entries
were solicited in two categories, hand-made and digital. Dr. Anandajit Goswami, HOD, Department of
Social and Political Studies, and Mr. Manoj Raut, HOD, Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication were the judges for the event.Speaking at the event, Dr. Maithili Ganjoo, Dean FMeH,
said that it was inspiring to see the way students had come forward and
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National Inter-University Photography Festival –IRIS
(16th September)
:

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized a National inter-university
photography festival – IRIS, on the 16th of September where students from all over India
participated. Some of the entries received were from Central University of Jammu, Bhartiya
Vidhya Peeth Pune, Christ University Chennai, Admas University Kolkatta, Galgotias University,
Greater Noida, Govt. PG Collage Ambala, IMS Unison, Dehra Dun, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham
Kollam, Xavier School of Communication, and Bhubaneswar etc. Over 150 entries were received
for the competition out of which 36 were shortlisted to be showcased in the festival.Prof. (Dr.) The
jury for the contest comprised of ace photographer Mr. Pijush Dutta, who is well known in the
Delhi Chapter of the Advertising industry and is now also a faculty with Apeejay Institute of Mass
Communication, and Mr. Manoj Raut, HoD, J&MC. After the prizes were announced, Mr. Dutta
conducted a master class in photography styles and composition.
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DEPARTMENTAL CO-CURRICULAR AND CLAN
ACTIVITIES
Teachers’ Day Celebrations (5th September 2020)
On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, students of the Department of Journalism & Mass
Communication organized a special online program dedicated to all faculty members. The
programme consisted of musical performances, dances, mimicry act and poem recitation by the
students. Soulful Shayari and poems dedicated to teachers won the hearts of all. Some students
spoke about their wonderful experience at MRIIRS and expressed gratitude for the teachers. The
surprise element of the programme was the 'Award Show' organized by the students of BA-JMC 5th
Semester. It was indeed a lovely show. In the end, the faculty members also thanked the students
for all the love and praised them for their lovely performances. The event was well-coordinated by
Ms. Ankita Bharti with the support of students of BA-JMC.

Clan Activity on Ethical Issues in India Media (17th July 2020)
As a part of the clanactivity, the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH
organized slogan writing competition in the online mode. Students were asked to create slogans
on ‘Ethical Issues in IndianMedia’. The activity helped to explore the creative side of the students.
Overall, it was a fruitful activity for the students as they got an opportunity to review media
coverage and showcase their creative side as well.The competition was judged by Dr. Anupama
Pankaj, Associate Professor, FCA, HoD, J & MC, Mr. Manoj Raut, and Dr. Suman Kumari.
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Clan Activity on “Media Monopoly:
Who owns Indian Media?” (31st
August 2020)
As a part of the clan activity, the Department of
Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH
organized online discussion on the topic “Media
Monopoly: Who owns Indian Media?” Students of
BA-JMC, Vth semester participated in the activity
and shared viewpoints on the current media
sphere. This activity provided an opportunity to
critically analyze the content of various media
houses. Moreover, the discussion helped the
students to enhance their speaking and
presentation skills.Indeed, it was quite an
interesting and informative interaction.

Clan Activity on ‘Literacy Challenges in India’ (8th September 2020)
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized an online discussion on the
topic ‘Literacy Challenges in India’ on the occasion of International Literacy Day on 8th
September, 2020. Students of BA-JMC, IIIrd and Vth semester participated in the activity. The
event was planned to enhance the knowledge of the media students and to give them a chance to
improve their oratorical skills.It was attended by over fifty students. It was an informative
interaction and was indeed a fruitful activity for everyone.
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Clan Activity- Extempore Competition on 3rd December 2020
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH, organised an “Extempore
Competition” online as a part of Clan activity on December 3 on MS Teams platform. Students of
BA-JMC 1st semester and 3rd semester participated in the competition with full enthusiasm.
The activity provided them an opportunity to improve their self-confidence and communication
skills. Some of the topics on which the students spoke include ‘Unemployment in India’, ‘Climate
Change’, ‘Covid-19’, ‘Netflix & Chill’, ‘Bollywood and Nepotism’, etc.The
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

In keeping with the grand aim of getting benefitted by the experience and knowledge of all the
stake-holders, Department of English, Faculty of Media Studies and Humanities organizes Alumni
Connect Activity at regular intervals.
One such interaction was held on 29.06.2020 for the students of B.A. (Hons.) English. The theme
of the interaction was “How to be positive during COVID 19”. Its purpose was to motivate the
students to remain positive during this difficult time of COVID 19. Khushboo Lahary and Chavi,
students of B.A. English, 2016-19 batch, addressed the students of B.A. Semester III. Khushboo talked
about the importance of staying positive and shared various tips with the students to stay positive
especially in these difficult times. The students shared their problem with her and she patiently
answered and connected with them. Chavi talked about mandala art. She showcased some of her
artworks too. Chavi discussed how mandala art is a cantering space for the self and the soul. She also
talked about how art also works as a tool for therapy for making order out of disorder.
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Another interaction of this series was organized for students of B.A. (Hons.) English on 09.09.2020.
The purpose of the interaction was to motivate the students to pursue their dreams of higher
education as well as get clarity about their career options. Lata, a student of B.A.(H) English, 2013-16
batch, addressed the students of B.A.(H) English Semester V. Lata is currently working as a JobFeature Writer at Tending ETC. She is also pursuing her Ph.D. in English literature. She encouraged
the students of B.A. Semester V to go for higher education and stressed on the importance of higher
studies. She clarified each and every doubt that the students raised. Lata discussed the various job
opportunities and the process for applying into the various companies. She also praised the
exceptional faculties of the Department of English and the constant support that she received from
the faculty members.It was an interactive session and the students really enjoyed Lata’s way of
handling their queries.

Another Alumni Connect Activity was organised on 05.11.2020 for the students of B.A. (Hons.)
English.Sonali Ahuja, a student of B.A. (Hons.) English [2015-2018], addressed the students of B.A. (H)
Semester I. Sonali is currently working as a content writer for the Damco Solutions. She discussed
the various job opportunities available and how the students can be future ready. She stressed on
the importance of doing research about a company before applying for it. It was a very interactive
session. She discussed her college life with the First year students and talked about her adventures
in Manav Rachna. She encouraged the students to participate in various activities organized by the
University.
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JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION
DEPARTMENT

Alumni Connect- Mr. Parishkrit Saxena (18th June 2020)
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized an Alumni Connect Activity
for the students of Journalism and Mass Communication on 18th June, on the MS Teams platform.
The aim of this interaction was to encourage the students to do better and enlighten them about
the media industry sphere today. Our alumnus Mr. Parishkrit Saxena was welcomed and
introduced by Ms. Ankita Bharti to the students of BA-JMC, 3rd semester. Parishkrit was delighted
to interact with the budding journalists. He talked about his academic experience, focussing on
the importance of internships and multiple career options in the media industry today.Overall, it
was an enriching experience for the students.
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Alumni Connect- Ms. Aakansha Dhoundiyal (22nd September 2020)
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized an Alumni Connect Activity for
the students of Journalism and Mass Communication on 22nd September, on the MS Teams platform.
The aim of this interaction was to motivate the students to do better in academics and to enlighten
them about the career options in the media industry today. Our alumnus Ms. Aakansha Dhoundiyal
was welcomed and introduced by Asst. Professor Ms. Ankita Bharti to the students of BA-JMC, 3rd
semester. Aakansha was delighted to interact with the future media professionals. Students were
very excited throughout and asked multiple queries regarding career options and internships.

Alumni Connect- Mr. Samarth Mehta (11th November 2020)
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, FMeH organized an Alumni Connect Activity for
the students on 11th Nov’20 on the MS Teams platform. The purpose of this interaction was to
motivate the budding journalists and enlighten them about the media industry sphere. Our alumnus
Mr. Samarth Mehta was introduced by Asst. Professor Ms. Ankita Bharti to the students of BA-JMC,
1st semester.Samarth was eager to interact with the students. He talked about his academic
experience, focussing on the importance of internships and the opportunities it unfolds in the media
industry today. The students were very excited to interact with him and hoped to hear more from
him in the future.
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Student
Achievements
December 2020
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

1 Manbir Singh (M.A 2018-20 batch) has cleared UGC NET exam. He is currently enrolled in
PhD (2020-21) in the Department of English,MRIIRS.
2. UmaNagar of BA (H) English 5th semester published her poems in ananthology “Diary of
Buds”, ISBN no 978-81-947954-2-4. The book was published bySpectrum of Thought and
compiled by Sumathi Palanisamy.
3. ShambhaviTarunof BA (H) English, 3rd Semester participated in Green Revolution Global
Certification Program: an Initiative by International Centre of Culture and
Education of Educate, Inspire and Act against Climate Change. Her Exam score
was 96%.
4. ShambhaviTarun of BA (H) English, 3rd Semester participated as a delegate in
International Model United Nations online Conference 12.0 from July 4th
to 5th, 2020.
5. “A&U Writes”the You Tube channel is started by Uma Nagar and AbhinavKaushalof BA
(H) English 5th semester. This channel is educational as well ascreative with 1.16k
subscribers. The channel includes rendering ofself-composed poems by Uma, who is a
budding poet. The channel also has contentrelated to English Literature.The link to the
YouTube channel is https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLCcdf3U0v-XFNlNol6uM2w
6. “Ehsaason Ki Panktiyaa” is a book of poetry authored by AbhinavKaushal and Uma
Nagar of BA (H) English, 5th Semester. The budding poets feel that “the book is the journey
of those ordinary wordswhich have the power to express our extraordinary and complex
emotions.” The book is published by Amazon Kindle. The link to the book is
https://www.amazon.in/dp/B08P5ZBR3P/ref=cm_sw_r_wa_apa_fakWFbWFYFC5Y
7. ShambhaviTarun successfully c ompleted the online “Covid- 19 Awareness Quiz”
organized by Purnea College of Engineering, Purnea, Bihar. She received a certificate of
appreciation.
8. ShambhaviTarun participated in the Virtual Literary Fest “MERAQI, 2020” held on 26th
and 27th November 2020. She attended the virtual play “Look Back in Anger” at the
literary fest. The fest was organized by Vivekananda Institute of Professional
Studies, New Delhi.
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Faculty
Achievements
1. Dr. Jayashree Hazarika has published a poem titled “The Deserted Park and Pool” in an
anthology titled Covid-19 Pandemic Poems: A Collection of Multilingual Poetry Volume V. Edited by
Dr. Morve Roshan K. and Raman Takiya. Cape Comorin Publisher Kanyakumari, Tamilnadu, India.
ISBN:
978-93-88761-62-8.
2. Dr. Tripti Tyagi was one of the
Panelists in the Webinar held in the National Gandhi Museum, Delhi where the 150th
birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi was commemorated on 2 October, 2020.
3. Dr. Shivani Vashist was invited as a Speaker in the Three-Day International Virtual Conference on
Indigenous Studies organized by Cape Comorin Trust, India and Lavendar Literary Club, India , 20-22
Aug 2020.
4. Dr. Shivani Vashist was invited as a speaker in the Three-Day International Virtual Conference on
Gender Studies organized by Cape Comorin Trust, India and Lavendar Literary Club, India, 16-18th
Sept 2020.
5. Dr. Shivani Vashist Published a research paper titled “Baby Haldar’s A
Life Less Ordinary: A Saga of Marginalization” in Journal of Critical Reviews , Scopus (ISSN- 23945125), Aug 2020.
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6. Dr. Swati Chauhan published a paper “Spirituality, Inner Transformation And Transcendentalism
With Reference To Sri Aurobindo” In Shodh Sanchar Bulletin, Volume 10, Issue 39, Journal Of Arts,
Humanities And Social Sciences , ISBN 2229-3620, September,2020
7. Dr. Swati Chauhan chaired a session in the Three-Day International Virtual Conference on Gender
Studies organized by Cape Comorin Trust, India and Lavendar Literary Club India in Collaboration
with Iraq and Bangladesh University on 16-18th Sept 2020.
8. Dr. Swati Chauhan attended a Faculty development programme on Research in Virtual World,
held from 1st September- 7th september, 2020 organised by FMeH, MRIIRS & Cape Comorion Trust
9.Dr. Swati Chauhan participated panel in a discussion on National Education Policy
2020: Stakeholders' Perspective on 29th August,2020 organized by FMeH, MRIIRS,
Faridabad
10. Dr. Suchitra Vashisth published a research paper “The Satiric Vein in John Donne's Poetry” in
Quest Journals (Journal of Research in Humanities and Social Science), Volume 8, Issue 8
(2020), pp: 35-40, ISSN(Online):2321-9467, IF- 2.150, Oct 2020.
11. Dr. Suchitra Vashisth published a research paper “Man and Humanity in Frost's Poetry" in The
Criterion: An International Journal in English Vol. 11, Issue-V, October 2020 ISSN: 0976-8165, Pg No.
242-249.
12. . Dr. Suchitra Vashisth participated in the Panel Discussion on “National Educational Policy: A
Media Perspective” organized by Department of Journalism & Mass Communication, FMeH, MRIIRS
on 10th October, 2020.
13. . Dr. Suchitra Vashisth chaired a Session in the Three-Days International virtual Conference on
“Pandemic, Humanity and Education” Organized by Cape Comorin Trust, India in collaboration with
Department of English, School of Languages and Literature, Sikkim University, India, Department of
English, Periyar University PG Extension Center, Tamil Nadu India, White Memorial College of Arts
and Science tor Women, Kerala, India in association with Cape Comorin Publisher, India on 29-31
October 2020.
14. Dr. Suchitra Vashisth was conferred with Best Poetry Award for the poem titled “Perennial
Beauty" in International Virtual Writers' Festival organized by Cape Comorin Club, Tamil
Nadu, India on 14-15 Nov 2020.
15. Dr. Sujata attended a Two Day National Webinar on “Quest for Equality in Unequal India: A
Dialogue on Dalit Literature, Gender, Aesthetic, Art and Activism” organised on 19-20
Sept. 2020., Jagjeevan College Ara, Bihar.
16. Dr. Jyoti Sharma published a chapter titled " Virtual Classrooms during Covid-19 Pandemic in the
Indian Context" in the book titled Leading the Digital Way, ISSN no 978-93-90459-31-5, published by
Authorpress, PP 53-60.
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You never lose, you either win or learn and if you think
winning is a victory, then you must know losing is a way to
victory.
Samarth Mehta

The day you take
complete responsibility
for yourself, the day you
stop making any
excuses, that’s the day
you start to the top. –
O.J. Simpson
"Sakshi Garg (Gold Medalist in Master's in Journalism & Mass
Communications) - I would like to begin by extending a thank
you to all my dear teachers who have considered me to be
worthy of this acknowledgement. Without them, I would not
have been able to achieve what I have been awarded for today.
It is a very satisfying and cheerful experience to receive a gold
medal.
If you've received an acknowledgement in the form of a medal, it
certainly means that you've done a whole bunch of things right.
Whether it's your grades, extracurricular activities, sports, etc.
Receiving recognition for your efforts is definitely a 'feel good'
emotion. This acknowledgement is something that I will cherish
throughout my life and would always look upon in those times
when I feel low."

“The beautiful thing about
learning is that no one can
take it away from you.” —
B.B. King
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College is the only place where the student is fostered to deal
with the world. What kind of person he/she will be is decided
in the college. I really feel overwhelmed while sharing my
experience with all of you. My college is different from all
other colleges because it not only focuses on the academics
but also focuses on the overall development of a student. Here
teachers are like our friend, philosopher and guide. They help
the students at each and every step. I sincerely appreciate the
efforts of the faculty of the English Department who worked so
hard on our overall development and also organize Clan
Activities to build our confidence and personality.

Anjali Singh
(B.A. English, 2017-2020 batch)

Journey at Manav Rachna University is ever memorable for
it has nurtured and groomed me for the world. It was helpful
in achieving my career goal and converts my endeavors into
real time world. Excellent facilities at Manav Rachna
inspired me to give my best. I am very thankful to the
faculty that gave me the knowledge and confidence and
brought a new dimension into my life to achieve a successful
career. I would strongly recommend Manav Rachna
University as it is the best university in NCR.

Ishika Bindal
(M.A. English, 2018-2020 batch)

I have always felt that I was so lucky to be a student at
Manav Rachna and not at any other private college. The
thing I admire the most here is the support I received from
everyone at the college. I wouldn’t have been able to
achieve what I have achieved without that loving and
caring environment.

Sikha Arya
(B.A. English, 2015-2018 batch)
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“Manav Rachna is a great institution of learning.
The classes are very informative and faculty
members are really supportive. My 3 years journey
in the Department of Journalism & Mass
Communication
was
memorable.
I
got
opportunities to participate in various curricular
activities that helped me to improvise my
communication skills. Apart from classroom
learning, we had discussions and debates that
made studies even more interesting for us. I feel
happy to be a part of the Manav Rachna family.”
Ananya
Batch: 2016-19
Designation: Cameraperson, India
Today Group

“Manav Rachna was a great experience for me. I am
thankful to all the faculty members for their
continuous efforts and support. I cherish every
moment spent at Manav Rachna. The departmental
activities made me confident and enhanced my
speaking skills. The best part about Manav Rachna
is its campus and infrastructure. ”
Mrinalini
Batch: MAJMC 2015-2017
Designation: Account Executive, Cheil
(Samsung Digital Agency)

“I feel privileged and lucky to be a part of MRIIRS. The
faculty is very supportive here. The classes were
interactive and interesting. I loved working in the
studio. The department always used to organise
various events that helped me gain confidence. I will
always be thankful to Manav Rachna for providing a
great learning experience.”
Rahul Sharma
Batch: BA-JMC 2014-17
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